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Once again, Spain’s furniture brands will cross the pond to exhibit their 

latest luxury designs in high-end interior products at the Miami Beach 

Convention Center, May 10-13.  

 

Rich in styles and products, the Spanish offer will include the most 

sophisticated haute décor collections, inspiring proposals for outdoors, 

innovative designs items, new cutting-edge furniture for contemporary 

spaces, sculptural furniture pieces inspired by natural elements and organic 

shapes, and handmade bronze decorative items.  

 

MAISON & OBJET AMERICAS is indeed the place to be for those companies 

that wish to connect with a vibrant community of interior designers, 

architects, property developers, specifiers and other professionals related with 

the furnishing and interiors design sectors. It has become the annual event 

for meeting professionals from both North and South America. 
 
If you happen in Miami, come to M&O Americas, meet Spain and discover 

its passionate lifestyle! 
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T+34 964 513 451 

export@coleccionalexandra.com 

www.coleccionalexandra.com 

 

 

The MEDINA collection is the latest addition to the HERITAGE line. Inspired by 

Moorish craftsmanship, it consists of a coffee and occasional tables that complement 

in a stunning way some other statement pieces from the Heritage and Emotions 

catalogues. The glam accent is given by the combination of fine woods, lacquers and 

precious photoengraved gold or silver leathers. The mirror top provides a modern 

touch enhancing the appeal of the pieces. 

 

The MASTER sofa is a new addition to the homonymous collection, widely acclaimed 

in 2015 and one of the most successful of the EMOTIONS catalogue. Contemporary in 

style, the MASTER sofa boasts an exquisite attention to details. It is available in two 

sizes (MASTER M: 280x110x90h; MASTER L: 400x110x90h) and offers the possibility to 

combine 5 engraved leather colours with a selection of attractive matching fabrics. 
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HALL C STAND 1443 

 

MEDINA Coffe & Ocassional Tables 
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MASTER Sofa 



 

T+34 923 243 521 

info@epocahome.com 

www.epocahome.com 

 
 

JEWEL is the brand-new coffee table which will 

be unveiled by the Spanish EPOCA at M&O 

AMERICAS. This is the most recent addition to 

the successful EBONY collection, a line of 

exclusive furniture that conveys all the luxury 

appeal, refinement and glamour that are the 

hallmarks of this brand.  

 

Exclusive design, hand-crafted character, 

elegance and sophistication along with the best 

combination of ebony wood and bird-eye 

maple. With the JEWEL table, the Salamanca-

based EPOCA has paid special attention to 

details, using as a finish high gloss black lacquer 

and exclusive gold leaf decorations.  
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HALL C STAND 1508-1607 

 

Find out in Miami the very best of the EBONY collection; pieces as the DOLAN 

bookcase, made of Sycamore inlays and mirror glass panels, and the MILOS 

console tables, made of Makasar ebony finished with a gloss lacquer. Don’t miss 

MAISON & OBJET AMERICAS and discover EPOCA as the Spanish specialist in luxury 

furniture solutions.  

  
  

EBONY Collection, DOLAN Bookcase  

& MILOS Console Tables 
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JEWEL Coffee Table 



 
The GRAPY easychair was inspired by the image of a farmer who was seated on a 

jute sack. That’s how the idea for this new collection designed by Japanese designer 

Kensaku Oshiro came about, conceived as a chair for spending long hours relaxing.  

GRAPY adjusts easily to the reclining spine adapting perfectly to the body 

providing support for comfortable and intuitive seating. 

 

 

RAW by Borja García 

The RAW collection designed by Borja García is a declaration of honesty and 

authenticity in design, even its name is synonymous with purity and strength. 

Natural materials, wool and jute, dialogue harmoniously providing a blank canvas 

on which different patterns are traced and shaping each element of the collection: 

carpets, poufs and cushions… 
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T+34 96 291 1320  

valerie@smartdeco.es 

www.gandiablasco.com / www.gan-rugs.com  

 

 

GRAPY by Kensaku Oshiro 

Designed for GAN, the indoor brand belonging to the 

GANDIABLASCO company, this innovative easychair is 

available in two different cotton fabrics, canvas and velvet, 

and in five colour choices with reinforced seams with 

contrasting colours. The filling of polystyrene balls makes 

GRAPY perfectly adaptable to body movements, ensuring 

comfort and functionality. The result, an original, comfortable 

seat with a 100% ergonomic design. 
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RAW by Borja García 



 

T+34 955 610 423 

export@guadarte.com 

www.guadarte.com 

 

 

GUADARTE’s collections are anything but conventional with products ranging from 

chaises longues and sofas to chairs, lighting, paintings and even a choice of attractive 

chandeliers.  

 

With a much more contemporary style, the NEW ART DECO collection features an 

amazing combination of soft lines and hues, wood, metal and glass. This collection 

has been enriched with new items and finishes such as: LINO (Mediterranean beige), 

SKY (natural matt grey), CROCCO (crackled black lacquers) and the fine NUBE gloss 

lacquer. The neutral color palette is ideal to create the most sophisticated yet cozy 

atmospheres.  

 

 

  
 

 

 

HALL C STAND 1620-1719 

 

NEW ART DECO Collection 
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GUADARTE DESIGN 

 

This year this Spanish company goes a step further introducing brand-new pieces 

from the famous Spanish designer Pedro Peña. A new furniture collection and 

accessories (original, artisanal ceramics) which will be introduced for the first time at 

Maison & Objet Americas 2016. Real objects d’art to be unveiled in Miami. 

GUADARTE DESIGN Collection 



T+34 966  480 132  

info@point-sl.com 

www.point1920.com 

 

With strong Mediterranean roots, POINT has 

extended its catalogue of outdoor furniture 

with new designer models enriched by new 

textures, colours and materials, such as the 

natural teak (A-grade), the Shintotex fibres in 

new colours and the weather-resistant 

fabrics (Sunbrella, Batyline, Serge Ferrari, 

Texyloop…). Among them, the new 

collections of the Spanish Francesc Rifé: 

ROUND, HAMP, PUL and the BUT chairs in 

both a combination lacquered aluminum 

and teak or only in lacquered aluminium. The 

new 2016 catalogue includes also an update 

on the successful collection ROUND, 

designed by Rifé. 

 

 

  
 

 

 

HALL C STAND 1226-1325 

 

The synthetic fiber SHINTOTEX®, that 

comes in combination with natural teak, 

features a new colour: ivory white. Thereby, 

round, square and rectangular dining 

tables, as well as, coffee and occasional 

tables, dining chairs, barstools, sofas and 

armchairs, are all available in two different 

weaving colours: multicolour (grey and 

cream) and ivory white.  

POINT’s outdoor furniture is complemented 

by a new line of outdoor rugs in Twitchell 

Textilene, all of them created by Spanish 

designer Francesc Rifé. Aesthetics and 

functionality combine perfectly in this 

collection that includes three rectangular 

models (LYS, RAY, YAR) and a round one 

(ROD).  
 

ROUND Collection & New Outdoor Rugs. F. Rifé  
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ZEROS OUT by Ximo Roca 



MUEBLE DE ESPAÑA 

is a brand of ANIEME 

Spanish National Association 

of Furniture Manufacturers 

and Exporters 

 

Find out more about 

furniture from spain 

 

Visit www.muebledeespana.com 

to get more information about our brands and their 

interior projects. 

 

Follow us 

 

#SpainFurniture 

#SpainDesign 

#SpainInteriors 


